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 S.M.A.R.T. review details: Is it worth playing? Absolutely, not only is this game a fun experience, but it makes you appreciate
certain aspects of the Star Wars franchise. The RTS element of the game combines well with the RPG element in that you

create your character, your own story and is involved in an exciting and captivating narrative. Another positive point is that once
you get to a certain level in the game, you can create your own group of Jedi, you can gather new and exciting allies like the

Wookiee, Chewbacca, Yoda and more to assist you. I really enjoyed this game and think that it's a solid purchase, especially at
its Early Access price. The developers are aware of the mistakes they made in the beta and have responded in a timely fashion
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and are moving in the right direction for the final release of the game. What are the key features? A deep and captivating story,
and plenty of content Features 6 playable characters (2 with original voice actors) Models on par with upcoming MMOs

Implements an epic and in-depth quest system One of the best looking RPGs on PC Graphically, one of the best looking Star
Wars games for PC, with the models on par with upcoming MMOs. System requirements Windows 7 64 bit or higher, 2.4 GHz

Quad-Core Processor, 4 GB RAM, 5.0 GB free hard drive space, 700 MB video RAM, Nvidia GeForce 8800 GT or ATI
Radeon HD4850 recommended with a minimum resolution of 1024x768 Graphics card Nvidia GeForce 8800 GT or ATI

Radeon HD4850 recommended with a minimum resolution of 1024x768 Conclusion It’s been a while since I’ve played an RPG
and the last one I played was almost 10 years ago on the original PlayStation, so I was interested in checking out Star Wars: Jedi

Knight: Jedi Academy and what it had to offer. For me, the positive aspects of the game, outweighed the negative. The
developer has addressed a lot of the issues they introduced in the beta and the gameplay is excellent. 82157476af
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